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TO: Prospective AP Statistics Students 

FROM: Mrs. Arispe 

RE: SUMMER ASSIGNMENT FOR AP STATISTICS 

 
Thank you for signing up to take an AP course and in particular AP STATS!  I am looking forward to 

again teaching AP Statistics this upcoming school year. This class often feels like it is easy 

regarding the mathematical procedures as most are completely do-able via a TI-84 graphing 

calculator.  However, there is quite a bit of writing and explanation of the purpose behind the use 

of the procedure, therein lies the greatest difficulty for most. 

 

The following pages of the fundamentals you will need for class; most of which was covered in 

previous math courses. Please do this packet in a spiral notebook, which will be collected on the 

second day of class. It is recommended that you use the graph paper spiral because you will be 

doing many graphs and pictures. You need to take notes on ALL sections and COMPLETE #1-35 

ALL. You do NOT need to write out each problem but please write out the title of each. 

 

You are REQUIRED to have a graphics display calculator. The book we will be using is based on the 

TI-84 Plus CE, so that is what I HIGHLY recommend; I am familiar with this calculator as well.  You 

can find good deals during the summer months prior to the beginning of school when there are 

sales.  You may also want to look online as many students may sell theirs right after testing. 

 

The above assignment will be due the 2nd day of class and there will be a quiz within the first 10 

days on this material. So try to enjoy your summer, get your work done, and get ready to read and 

explain what the meaning of the data is. It should be a fun but challenging year. 

 

Peace out, 

Paulette Arispe 

AP STATISTICS 

parispe@avhsd.org 




















































































